
GEOGRAPHY YEAR A

Y1/2

Autumn
Where I live A
name, locate and identify characteristics of the 4 countries and capital cities of the United Kingdom
and its surrounding seas
Locate Wirral on a map
Know we live in Moreton
Geography of our neighbourhood
use simple fieldwork and observational skills to study the geography of their school and its grounds
and the key human and physical features of its surrounding environment

Spring
Weather
identify seasonal and daily weather patterns in the United Kingdom

Summer
Hot & Cold
Identify the location of hot and cold areas of the world in relation to the Equator and the North and
South Poles

Y3/4

Autumn
UK - Physical
Locate the 4 countries of the UK and their capital cities.
Name and locate the main physical features of the UK:
mountain ranges
major rivers
major lakes
main islands / groups
Describe land use patterns.
Describe the water cycle and erosion
Identify biomes
Use an atlas index
Use OS maps
Use a key

Spring
UK - Human
Locate the 4 countries of the UK and their capital cities.
Name and locate the geographical regions of the UK
Name and locate major cities.
Identify transport links between major cities. Describe settlement and land use patterns. Locate
Greenwich Meridian
Use an atlas index
Use OS maps
Use a key

UK - Regional - Jurassic Coast
Locate the region of study.
Describe land use and settlement linked to physical geography.
Use an atlas index



Use OS maps
Use a key
Use 4 figure grid reference

Y5/6

Autumn
Americas - Physical
Name North American countries
Name South American countries
Name and locate  N American capital cities
Name and locate  S American capital cities
Use maps to locate North and South American countries
Match country and landmarks
Describe settlements and transport links
Use an atlas index
Use a key
Use 6  figure grid reference
Northern and Southern Hemisphere
Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn

Spring
Americas - Human
Name North American countries
Name South American countries
Name and locate major physical features:
Mountain ranges
Rivers
Lakes
Islands
Match biomes and climate zones to locations
Use maps to locate North and South American countries
Use an atlas index
Use a key
Use 6  figure grid reference
Identify and locate latitude, longitude, Equator,

Summer
Americas - Regional Galapagos
Describe the physical and human features of the region.
Describe issues facing the region.
Use maps to locate the region
Use an atlas index
Use a key
Use 6  figure grid reference

Time Zones


